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The view looking East North-East towards 'Concrete Cottages' [the white speck] & Pembridge
from the bridleway above 'Castle Weir Farm'.
Early summer and “the environment” is coming to the top of National and local agendas!
Today ( July 1st ) is “National Meadows Day”. As noted in ‘The Times’ on June 28th,
“Meadows have an important place in the country’s social history” but 97% have been lost
since the 1930s in “one of the biggest tragedies in the history of nature conservation”.
“Meadows with undisturbed floral histories going back generations are being ploughed up...
Urgent action is needed to save vanishing meadows, their wildflowers such as Ragged
Robin, Harebell and Field Scabious and the wildlife they support.” We are fortunate in
Lyonshall in having one or two such meadows, notably the “Fishpools Meadow” which is
sadly neglected since the building of ‘The Fishpools’ houses on part of it but which could
easily be restored. This is the meadow which prompted the ecologists’ enthusiasm for the
rich diversity of our flora and fauna.
But Lyonshall is characterised by a number of other “natural and historic assets”. These are
Lyonshall’s Unique Selling Points (USPs), all of which feature on the ”Lyonshall Parish Now ”
chart drawn up for the Parish Council in January 2011 (so they’re not a recent invention!)
Listing those which are natural or reflect the interaction between nature and man in previous
ages, these are:
•

The Curl Brook and the River Arrow.

•

Our Offa’s Dyke ‘Spur’.

•

The Castle Moat.

•

The Medieval Upper Fishpool.

•

Bullock’s Mill.

•

The Lower Fishpool.

•

Lyonshall Park Wood.

•

The Tramway and the Tramway Wharf [“Way Station”].

•

The ‘Tramway Pool’ [a relatively modern addition to our environment].

Quite a lot for a small parish, enough to stimulate visiting naturalists or historians as well as
being a constant source of pleasure and interest to those of us who are lucky enough to live
here!
Fortunately, the Herefordshire Rural Areas Site Allocation document -- published by HCC
this month (June 2017) and primarily intended to control housing development in rural
areas which are NOT producing a Neighbourhood Development Plan -- cites “Identified

Environmental Issues” as including (top of the list) “Protection, conservation and where
possible enhancement of natural and historic assets”. If such protection is a requirement in
non-NDP areas, it must surely apply equally to those communities preparing an NDP, so no

doubt our Lyonshall “natural and historic assets” will feature as unavailable for housing
development on our own Parish NDP, which we can see in the Memorial Hall on July 20th
and 23rd. Hopefully all Lyonshall residents will come along and make their comments
known, however you feel about it.
Also on the Identified Environmental Issues list is “Improving air and water quality” which is
of course critical to the “Go Wild in the Curl” project mentioned in the May Issue.
The month in general

“In June, as many as a dozen species may burst their buds on a single day. No man can heed
all of these anniversaries, no man can ignore all of them”.
(Aldo Leopold – American Philosopher and Ecologist 1887-1948.)
With a heat wave in mid-June – see the Weather Chart - many of our wildflowers have come
and gone in just a few weeks! My thanks to everyone who has noted and/or photographed
them. With regard to fauna, the month has been interesting, especially for mammals and
insects. After the vitality of Spring, June was comparatively quiet but sunny days and long
warm evenings gave us plenty of opportunities to enjoy our natural surroundings. Late May
to early July:-- is this the best time of all to be in the English countryside with its variable
climate and diverse landscapes and habitats?
Fauna
Mammals:
It has been a busy month for Lyonshall Mustelids- a large family of carnivorous mammals.
The month began with a welcome sighting: the ‘spraint’ (“poo” for the younger generation!) of

an Otter close to The Curl Brook! There have been Otter sightings in Lyonshall in the past, by
The Curl, The Upper Fishpool and (unwelcomed) near one or two garden ponds at Stepstile,
but this is the first recorded recently.
It was shortly followed by a deadly sighting – Mink! Don’t be fooled by their otter-like
appearance! Mink are not only much bolder but also extremely vicious and destructive and
should never have been released from mink farms some years ago! They will massacre
unprotected chickens as well as cats and many smaller native mammals, birds and fish. They
are undoubtedly making a contribution to the demise of our much-loved water vole [“Ratty”],
now a protected species. I hope NOT to see Mink again in Lyonshall.
With a mixture of sadness and joy I can report that Polecats have been seen here again –
sadness because one of our correspondents witnessed two members of a small Polecat
family, an adult male and a kit, being accidentally killed on the A44 near Rosehill. Luckily
the female (the ‘Jill’) escaped uninjured; these elegant, intelligent and quite rare animals
have been seen in Lyonshall two or three times in the past ten years so there is every
likelihood that they will stay in residence. (Note that Polecats don’t smell particularly bad!
They’ve got that reputation because North Americans confuse them with Skunks, to which
they are only very distantly related.)

The Polecat ‘hob’ (male) © Shaun P.

Otter @ ‘Bryncurl’ 2016 © David G.

I also have received a report of a young rabbit apparently travelling sideways without
moving its limbs! It was, in fact, being pushed along by yet another Mustelid - a Stoat.
A rare sight; especially in daytime. A Hare appeared in a field gateway above Penrhos Farm
this month; wisely it thought better of crossing the road and went back into the field!
We have nothing else new in mammal-sightings in June. There are still plenty of (too many?)
Rabbits, Grey Squirrels, Rats, Moles and (a few) Bank Voles around.
This month’s question! Over the last two or three days, when there has been almost
no wind, several four-to-eight-inch pieces of fir-tree branch have dropped onto our
new-mown grass. These appear to have been bitten off at a neat diagonal.

Neatly trimmed ‘Sequoiadendron’ tips. Whodunnit?
‘Dray-making’ by our resident Grey Squirrels? If so they are welcome to them! I doubt they
will spoil the health or the appearance of our five remaining 150-year-old Wellingtonias
[Californian Redwoods] in my lifetime!
Birds:
There were still fledglings a-plenty at the beginning of the month. Meet ‘Zorro’, a fledgling
Nuthatch, who found himself a bit dazed on the gravel path and kindly waited for me to put
down my wheelbarrow, fetch my camera, return and take his photo, although glowering at
me defiantly! A short while later he had gone, presumably having recovered or been rescued
by his parents since there was no sign of predation.

“Zorro” The Nuthatch Fledgling.
Other bird sightings include a Yellow-hammer, a Yellow Wagtail (comparatively rare) at
Bullock’s Mill A young Buzzard flying low over the Meadow from the direction of the Upper
Fishpool was chased back there by two Crows! We also have the first authenticated secondbrood report – the Dippers nesting under the bridge over the Curl have just had their second
brood – although I suspect second-brooding explains the fewer bird sightings by
comparison with last month.
Blackbirds, Sparrows, Chaffinches, various Tits and Pigeons remain plentiful and at least one
of our many Song Thrushes often hops round the garden, apparently unconcerned by
trespassing humans.

Insects and Invertebrates:
June saw the emergence of the pretty and colourful Damselflies, Dragonflies, Lacewings and
Mayflies – all, unfortunately, when Lyonshall cameras were not at the ready! The list for the
month reads: Large Red Damselfly, Banded Damselfly, Demoiselle, Red-bodied, Common
Blue and Azure Damselflies, Emperor Dragonflies, Broad-bodied Chaser Dragonfly and
Green Lacewing. With the exception of the Lacewing, all these were seen close to the Curl or
the Arrow. There may be others round the various fishpools, the Tramway Pool or garden
ponds – we hope for more reports.
Our repertoire of butterflies has also increased with the addition of Commas and Painted
Ladies. And – as anyone who has left a light on and a window open will confirm – there are
now many night-flying moths. An exceptionally beautiful moth was, however, seen in
daylight at about 5.30 p.m. on a Dock leaf in an orchard and since identified as Callimorpha

dominula, the Scarlet Tiger Moth. The reference books suggest that Lyonshall is on the
fringe of its patchy distribution in parts of western England and south Wales. The books also
say its larvae feed preferentially on comfrey. I haven’t seen any comfrey in Lyonshall but if
you know of any, please let it live, these moths are worth it!

The Scarlet Tiger Moth & Larvae.
Fish, reptiles and amphibians:
Frogs and toads were seen in the village early in the month, no other reptiles or amphibians.
We have just one fish report - a big shoal, thousands, of very small fish creating a lot of
bubbling in the Arrow! These were identified as Minnows gathering together as a defence
against predators, quite possibly the Mink mentioned above or the Goosander mentioned in
a previous issue.

Shoaling Minnows in The Arrow shallows © Derek C.
Flora
Trees and shrubs:
Nothing has been reported this June regarding the trees and shrubs in the parish except
that our authorised Tree Warden (see below) has on record the two Black Poplar hybrids at
the Upper Fishpool, one on the island and the other close to the Victorian sluice. They are
now in leaf. These old, beautiful and intriguing trees – the one on the island rustles
constantly like an Aspen – deserve preservation; they could not easily be replaced.

The Black Poplar Hybrid by the Upper Fishpool.
“Pure” Black Poplars are an endangered species; fortunately these too have been recorded
and cuttings taken “to grow on to plant on farms in the area.” Of course, there are many
ancient and interesting trees throughout the parish. We look forward to working with our
Tree Warden to make sure all the important ones are listed and that threats to their welfare
are countered. Please let us know about any trees you think we might not know about (there
are probably lots!), send photos if you can and especially let us know if their welfare seems
to be in danger. (Ash dieback is the major disease-threat but it’s not the only one.)
Opinion is divided on the Wild (Dog) Roses. Are there more flowers this year or fewer?
Similarly the elders – I think there has been less flower this year but someone on the TV (I
can’t remember who) reckoned there was more.
Smaller plants:
As usual in June and previously mentioned, many wild flowers have come and gone. Within
the month Creeping Cinquefoil and Hop Trefoil lit up odd patches of grass for a fortnight or
so and then vanished; a few Buttercups, Campion and Dandelions are left over from Spring;
Bush Vetch and Herb Robert are putting out seed-pods. The Cleavers (Goosegrass) is dying
back, with no regrets on my part as it was growing faster than I could feed it to my hens.
More dramatically, there has been a great explosion of Foxgloves this year and although
some came-and-went in June there are still quite a few around. In the wild they are usually
(I think) purplish-pink or very occasionally white; my experience of trying to grow garden
varieties in other colours is that they soon revert to their wild colours but this may reflect
my careless gardening! Anyway, purple-pink and white are good enough for me!

Foxgloves, Rose Bay Willow-herb, Meadow-sweet & Cow Parsley © Isabel H.

Rosebay Willow-herb and Meadow-sweet are both flowering in abundance. Each in its own
way is attractive, although I would discourage anyone from buying Willow-herb seeds or
plants for their garden; it’s quite invasive (although not in the same league as the Himalayan
Balsam which it slightly resembles – see attached Note). Cow-parsley, on the other hand, is
delicately pretty and sufficiently controllable to be allowed in the garden, as practiced by
one of our neighbouring famous TV gardeners!
Other plants coming into flower in June included Yellow Vetch, Pink and White Clover
Thistles and Yarrow.

Yellow Vetch,

Clovers,

Thistle

&

Yarrow.

There is something satisfyingly Anglo-Saxon about the name Yarrow! Its Latin name is

Achillea millefolium, deriving from the fact that its feathery leaves were allegedly used by
the ‘Ancient Greek Hero’ Achilles to treat wounds. Possible, I suppose, but it’s only one of
many plants to which such properties are attributed. Stick to bandages and ‘Elastoplast’!
As to “smaller” summer plants – the Burdock leaves are through and will no doubt give rise
to stems-full of clinging burrs quite soon. However, our Teasels are disappointingly small
this year at a mere 4 feet, but they may yet grow to their usual 6 foot plus...

'Cat's Ear' or ‘False Dandelion’,
Lyonshall Weather in June

Burdock © Isabel H.

& last year’s Teasel!

June has been a month of three distinct parts. It started with the rain that we so desperately
needed and then it changed dramatically into a “Heat Wave”. The temperature rocketed and
the sun beat down – hence the lack of a report on ‘Mosses’ and ‘Fungi’ this month. The
Druids assembled at Stonehenge to welcome The Summer Solstice and the weather
immediately took a turn for the worse! Grey, dull and damp but with surprisingly little rain.
In fact the average temperature was about “par for the course” at 15.1C and our rainfall was
slightly more than the average. 54.1mm as opposed o the 45.3mm expected for Hereford.
Lyonshall People and The Plan
I know we are all saddened by the sudden death of Michael East [“Wizz”] aged 69. He was
well-loved in Lyonshall and in Kington and it is appropriate that flags are flying at half-mast
for him in both places. In addition to his kindness and his sense of fun, we will miss his
continuing interest in both the history and the natural history of this parish; we had hoped
to draw on his abundant knowledge for many years to come.
But we now have a resident tree expert! David Griffiths, of Lyonshall Village, has been
appointed as Tree Warden for the parish, putting The Parish of Lyonshall into the
Herefordshire Tree Warden network. Please note that this is a voluntary role and that Mr
Griffiths already has extensive, in-depth experience of recording the trees of North-West
Herefordshire for ‘The Ancient Tree Hunt’ database. He is also a volunteer Tree Health
Surveyor for the Woodland Trust’s “Observatree Project”.
So, even as we lose one valued contributor, we gain another.
In a recent article by The Times’ senior Architectural Correspondent he gave a list of the five
features that “make a good place”. First on the list was “greenery”, second on the list was
“community”. I believe “Wizz” wanted Lyonshall to be “a good place”; we owe it to his
memory, to David Griffiths’ expertise and to ourselves to make Lyonshall as beautiful,
interesting, peaceful and wildlife-aware as it can be. We have an abundance of wild flora and
fauna, a wealth of “natural and historic assets” so let us record and preserve them and then,
with care, make both residents and visitors aware of them, “putting Lyonshall on the map”
for the best possible reasons and everyone’s enjoyment.
ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at
jcvqa@btinternet.com

